Abstract-QSAR studies of thirty 2-arylbenzoxazole derivatives are carried out to probe their inhibitory activity against Cholesteryl Ester Transfer Protein (CETP). QSAR models have been obtained using multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis after manifestation of forward selection algorithm to cull significant descriptors out of descriptor's pool. QSAR models are elected with adherent set of statistical parameters with R2=0.9431 and R2=0.9069. Validation of modeling includes method of Y-Scrambling and in addition to this, some other methods of validation. Moreover, QSAR approach of 2-arylbenzoxazoles are also attempted, supported and validated by flexible docking studies as well. The search strategies include evolutionary algorithm and edited form of Gehlhaar PLP scoring function. The same set of thirty candidates from 2-arylbenzoxazole derivatives is processed in molecular docking and their docking scores are found in agreement with QSAR studies reported. Remarkable CETP inhibitory activity is exhibited by a 2-arylbenzoxazole derivatives molecule 29C with most comprehensive set of interactions with rerank scores -102.167 and RMSD values 1.104. Hydrogen bond interactions along with hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions are mapped to confirm their potencies.
Introduction
Chemoinformatics has added a new advancement in drug discovery protocols by availing predictions from lead identification to lead optimization. Computational and statistical studies have promoted approximations towards biological activity profiles of candidates to save time and economical issues of efforts in finding biologically active candidates against CETP inhibitors. Computational forecasting uses the basic laws of molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics ruled by thermodynamical parameters to solve structural aspects and secondary valency forces to map drug receptor interactions. Recently, coronary heart diseases have appeared as a serious health problem to human kind. They are reported mainly due to the plaque (made up of triglycerides) formation in the coronary arteries, obesity, hypertension, diabetes, smoking, high stress level, insufficient physical activity, high cholesterol level and in some cases of women menopause [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Apart from these, other common factors are also known to increases possibility of coronary heart diseases. Cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) is mainly responsible for reverse cholesterol transportation (transportation of triglycerides from peripheral tissues including coronary arteries to the liver) [9] [10] . CETP has inverse affinity with high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol. Many researchers have reported HDL and its role in beneficial properties as anti-oxidant and in anti-atheroginicity. Clinical trials have revealed that CETP is considerably inhibited by the drugs mainly dalcetrapib, torcetrapib, and anacetrapib [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Inhibition of CETP increases the level of HDL cholesterol which further helps to set reverse transport of cholesterol. Unfortunately torcetrapib was failed in clinical trial at phase III and others were not so potent to increase the HDL level. Cameron (2009) explained that the arylbenzoxazole derivatives can be potent drug targets to inhibit CETP. Quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) has proved its usefulness in chemoinformatics. features in terms of molecular descriptors with biological acitivity [16] , which further assist drug design community to synthesize new molecules with optimized structures of desired biological activity. Molecular docking is another field of chemoinformatics which helps in computational virtual screening to find the lead compounds. Molecular docking started with Fischer's lock and key theory, where, every receptor has its unique ligand to catalyse the reaction [17] .
Methodology and experimental

QSAR Studies
Smith et al [18] in 2010 reported a series of derivatives of 2-arylbenzoxazole inhibitors of the cholesterol ester transfer protein (CETP). They studied structure-activity relationship by substituting various functional groups at the 5-and 7-positions of the benzoxazole moiety, which were further found to be effective for CETP inhibition. Thirty structures (H explicit 2D and 3D) of 2-arylbenzoxazole group have been drawn in accordance to schemes A, B and C of the basic structures, using Marvin Sketch (a program developed by ChemAxon Company) . Biological activity has been adopted in its original measures (IC50 in µM) from the literature [18] . Calculations of molecular descriptors namely SRW09 (self-returning walk count of order 09 from Walk and Path Indices), G3S (3st component symmetry directional WHIM index / weighted by atomic electrotopological states),Yindex (Balaban Y index), H-047 (H attached count to C (SP 3 ) or atom centred fragments) and HATSM (Leverageweighted autocorrelations) have been performed using E-DRAGON, an electronic version of DRAGON (developed by VCC Labs) table-1. To find the optimal subset of the descriptors which play an important role in determining activity, method of variable selection is required. Chances of redundancy are checked in correlation matrix . Two descriptors have been found in close correlation with each other, in step-wise regression analysis on passing from one variable to pentavariable regression we obtained two models 4(a) and 4(b) for tetra-variant set of descriptors. We have used forward selection algorithm [19] with targeting descriptor size five [Table-3] to pull out significant descriptor combinations so as to achieve maximum R 2 in multiple regression analysis. We have selected tetra-variable and penta-variable models with excellent statistics R 2 values are 0.9223 and 0.9529 respectively (Eq. 1 and 2). We have, therefore, examined these two models in detail. Here and thereafter N is the number of compounds used, S.E. is standard error, R 2 is multiple regression coefficient, R 2 A is adjusted R 2 and F is Fisher's statistics. 
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Validation of QSAR Models
A statistically significant model with parameters in required agreement does not guarantee to predictive powers as well. Once QSAR models are qualified on the basis of acceptable values of R 2 , R 2 A, S.E. and F-statistic, it needs to be evaluated for its optimum predictive powers using other validation parameters to fall in line. Validation of present QSAR study is attributed to various validation parameters, like to develop a correlation of estimated (predicted) and experimental (observed) biological activity, method of Yscrambling, residual sum of squares (RSS), model sum of squares (MSS), and Pogliani's factor "Q". QSAR analysis and the suitability of the proposed models are predicted by calculating and comparing estimated (predicted) and experimental (observed) biological activity, using models 4b and 5 such a comparison is shown in . Perusal of residue of this comparison confers to good predictive powers of the proposed models [ Fig-1  and 2 ]. Validation by Y-scrambling method is a strong validation parameter and its successful use has been reported by many researchers. Statistical methods are susceptible towards producing good results as by chance [20] . Therefore, in order to validate any chance of modeling by chance we processed our models for Y-scrambling validation. Using the models 4(b) and 5 (eq. 1 and 2) respectively, validation leads to result that in 10 iterations after shuffling endpoint values. Thus statistical significant models (4b and 5) have also been successfully validated by this measure of Yscrambling method [ Fig-3 and 4 ]. In addition, all statistical parameters yielded satisfactory numerical measures within limits and favored the predictive power of the QSAR modeling using the selected equations 1 and 2. All the Copyright © 2011, Bioinfo Publications validation parameters as mentioned above RSS, MSS and Q, have been calculated and the values reported are found in support to the predictive powers of the proposed models [ Table-5] .
Docking Studies and Validation
Now a days docking is frequently used to predict the binding orientations of small molecules of drug candidates to their protein targets in order to predict the affinity of the small molecule [21] . Molecular docking is performed using Molegro Virtual Docker (MVD). The 3D structure of CETP was retrieved from Protein Data Bank (PDB ID 2OBD) in pdb file format [22] . The source of this protein structure is Homo sapiens and its structure determination was achieved by Qiu, X. et al using X-ray crystallography. We have selected thirty molecules of 2-arylbenzoxazole derivative as inhibitors for molecular docking. Previous studies revealed that CETP has unpaired sulfhydryl residue near the active site region. Cysteine residue is present at position 333 and is unpaired. We detected 5 cavities using probe with parameters of minimum cavity volume= 10 and probe size= 1.20. The cysteine residue was found near the active site which has volume 1437 (Aº) 3 [23] . Validation of accuracy of docking studies is reported to associate with redocking protocols of the candidates in the active site of CETP through redocking [24] . Redocking is considered as an important step in refinements of Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) values which hereby signifies proper orientation (pose) of a ligand when compared with crystallographic structure of a binary complex involving protein and ligand. As a conclusive part of redocking we expect, generated results should yield RMSD values below 1.5 Å. Successful redocking has been performed for the selected set of thirty 2-arylbenzoxazole inhibitors and their corresponding rerank score with their respective RMSD (after redocking) have been produced in the table-6.
Results and Discussions
Statistically significant models are proposed by step-wise-multiple regression analysis following the method of maximum R 2 . Regression if performed on SRW09, G3S, Yindex, H-047 and HATS4m molecular descriptors in accordance with rule of thumb.
Model-4B
A close look to this model (eq. 1) indicates a very significant value of R 2 (R 2 =0.9223) as well as R 2 A (R 2 A=0.9098). The model reveals that the coefficient of parameters SRW09, G3S and Yindex are negative, it means that the activity IC50 is inversely related to these descriptor. On the other hand coefficient of H-047 is positive indicating that it is directly related to the activity IC50, it means that increase in values of this will increase the value of IC50.
Model-5
Addition of descriptor HATS4m to model-4b has further improved the statistics R 2 and R 2 A to 0.9529 and 0.9223 respectively. The quality of model with addition to descriptor HATS4m is also favored by Fratio 97.150 when compared to model 4b with Fratio 74.1870. The nature of coefficients for all descriptors remains same as in model 4b and HATS4m shows positive coefficient correlation. To Study the discussion on the basis of results obtained as above presence or advancement of self returning walks of different length (SRW09), electrotopologilcal state in terms of whim descriptor (G3S) and Balaban informations related to neighbour degree and edge multiplicity (Yindex) favour biological activity of 2-arylbenzoxazole inhibitors towards inhibition of CETP. Structural modifications in new candidates should have given a special concern with 3D geometry and symmetry elements in terms of above descriptors. Furthermore H attached count to C (SP 3 ) or atom centred fragments (H-047) and Leverage-weighted autocorrelations (HATSM) should be minimized in terms of structures to increase biological activity of 2-arylbenzoxazole inhibitors. Docking studies 2-arylbenzoxazole inhibitors on the active site pocket of CETP produce promising results both in terms of rerank score and their RMSD values to figure out spatial arrangements of atoms favoring maximum interactions on behalf of secondary valency forces. Result of docking studies has proved that the molecules numbered 29C shows rerank score and RMSD value as -102.167 (1.104) respectively (Table-6 ). The molecule 29C has been reported with appreciable IC50 values of 0.16 (µM). All the poses of molecule 29C (chosen as best in docking studies) and its interactions in the active pocket of CETP have been illustrated in figures 5, 6 and 7. New efforts in the line of synthesis of 2-arylbenzoxazole inhibitors as CETP inhibitors should be associated with symmetry and 3D geometry concerns along with presence of atoms responsible for Hydrogen bond interactions and other secondary valency forces to map receptor ligand interaction scales.
CONCLUSION
The QSAR studies and the docking approach of 2-arylbenzooxazoles as CETP inhibitors can be successfully modeled using four parametric as well as five parametric equations. Though the four parametric equation is enough to model the biological activity IC50 statistically, as well as it shows good predictive powers also. However, pentavariable model (eq-2) is furnishing better predictive power besides the expected statistical values of R 2 
